AUGUST
surface where the light plays and flickers, sending
down beams which are immediately put on ice by
so much cool, green water. . . .
A blue fish with a scarlet waistcoat sails out from
some remote grey cave wearing gold-rimmed eyes.
It looks at you stolidly for a bit, it opens its mouth
as if it were going to say, * Good heavens, there's
Alfred !' and then, after rudely blowing a portion
of its breakfast at you, turns with a sharp twist of its
green tail and shoots through the shadowy green-
ness and is lost to sight. Little quicksilver air
bubbles ascend in a straight line through the water
and burst on the surface above. Green and brown
trailing plants sway this way and that as the waters
stir. How deliciously cool, how comforting, a place
where heat has never been known ! Look!
Another fish with gold-rimmed eyes swims up,
frolics, lets the water swill and cascade over its
glittering body ! There is no sound but the trickle
and gurgle and plop of cool, green water. No light
but that which filters through cool, green water
, . . cool, green light.
This is the Zoo aquarium, the only place in London
where you can forget eighty degrees in the shade !
If I were a fish I would not like to be a trout. It
would be as bad as belonging to a very large family.
You bunch together all day, facing one way with
your noses in a bubble stream, just moving your
fins a bit to keep steady, waiting for something to
come your way. Then when it comes you all dash
at it as one. A poor, overcrowded life.
I would not like to be one of those dopey fishes
covered with warts which sit in caves like Diogenes
in his barrel, just moping and letting the water plants
tickle their whiskers. Some have even been fitted
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